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What are the Risks? Who might they affect? General controls to be put in place

High risk groups are aware of the risks 

involved in football and have access to 

the personal risk assessment 

There is no pressure from Football 

Invasion to join Football sessions

Provide clear information to all members 

of potential COVID-19 symptoms

Ensure pre-game/travel health 

communication is sent with fixture 

reminders

Confirmation of no symptoms required 

before games kick off

Any individual displaying symptoms 

advised to return home, self-isolate and 

apply for a test online or call 119 

Testing Positive Players and Officials

Name & contact detail of anyone in 

attendance collected/processed for Test 

and Trace purposes (stored for minimum 

Car sharing outside of household or 

support bubble is discouraged 

Adherence to Government guidance on 

travel and public transport

Reminders to maintain social distancing 

on arrival at venue

Congregating before or after football 

session is not permitted

One way systems in place to manage 

entry and exit onto court

Match officials and subs positioned at 

least 2m apart or 1m+ where this is not 

possible

Shouting is not permitted.
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Risk of someone 

attending who is 

displaying symptoms 

of COVID-19 or living 

with someone 

displaying symptoms 

Players and OfficialsDroplet transmission 

Transport to and from 

activity 
Players and Officials

For some people, the 

risk of COVID-19 is 

higher

Players and Officials

Players and Officials
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Hand Sanitiser and hygiene protocols in 

place prior to attendance and upon 

arrival 

All equipment including posts to be 

sanitised before and after each session

Bibs not shared

Inclusion of hand hygiene and ball 

sanitisation breaks every 15 minutes

Sanitise post if players touches before 

play resumes

Water bottles and whistles must not be 

shared and any left at end of session 

should be disposed of

Where possible, football activity should 

be conducted outdoors, providing there 

are acceptable facilities available and 

weather conditions allow. 

Activity is planned appropriately after a 

substantial break from the game to 

reduce risk of injury

Players can only play in one game during 

the evening. 

Airborne transmission Players and Officials
Clear and regular reminders of rule 

modifications during session

Markers to demonstrate distances

Players arrive ready to play, use of 

changing room is not permitted

Multiple Matches Players

Hand sanitiser to be available on courts 

so use of toilets is not needed for hand 

washing

Players playing more 

than one game in a 

session

Players Injured person to adminster own first aid

Hands to be sanitised before and after 

using first aid kit

Ensure any waste is disposed of safely

First aid to be adminstered by an official 

or venue

Hands to be sanitised before and after 

administering first aid

First aid to be administered with non-

surgical face mask and gloves

Vulnerable adults, carers of 

vulnerable adults 

Players and Officials

A minor injury is 

sustained where the 

injured person does 

not require assistance

Players and Officials
Toilets and changing 

rooms

Activity and common 

football behaviours 
Players and Officials

Players and Officials
Fomite transmission 

via equipment

Players and OfficialsDroplet transmission 

Vulnerable adults 



Ensure any waste is disposed of safely

Information shared in advance to avoid 

unintentional breaches

Player reminders in place

Persistent, intentional  breaches dealt 

with by Football Invasion

Continuous review to identify any further 

adaptions that are required

Each venue will have its own risk 

assessment and specific procedures 

Players and Officials

A minor injury is 

sustained where the 

injured person does 

not require assistance

A major injury is 

sustained where the 

injured person does  

require assistance

Players and Officials



Activity Specific controls to be put in place Who will be responsible to action?

Risks of returning to football are laid out in the 

covid guidance and distributed to potential 

attendees.

Football Invasion and Players

All attendees return by their own choice 

following personal review of terms and policies.
Players and officials 

Covid Guidance provided to all players. Football Invasion, Players and officials

All attendees to self check before travelling Players and officials

At each session all attendees asked by the 

coordinator/referee if they have any symptoms 
(officials)

Protocol to be followed as part of pre-session 

Health Screen
Players and officials

All attendees information to be kept in our 

online system. Attendance to be taken at all 

sessions

Players and officials

All attendees to monitor Government guidance 

before travel
Players and officials

All attendees to monitor Government guidance 

before travel
Players and officials

If venue does not have signage FI will provide.  

Verbal reminders to be given

Venue, Football Invasion, Players and 

officials

Documented covid guidance Players and officials

Venue guidance to be followed.  Where possible 

one-way system to be in place.  Where this isn't 
Venue and officials

- Players and officials

- Players and officials
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Protocols included with information pack sent 

to all attendees - all attendees to sanitise hands 

before and after arrival

Football Invasion, Players and officials

Sanitiser to be provided Venue and officials

All Teams to use their own bibs.  Captains and 

officials to ensure no sharing of bibs.  
Players

Balls and hands will be sanitised at the start, 

half time and end of every game. 
officials and players

- officials 

- Players and officials

- Football Invasion

First session of league will be a "refresh" session officials 

Player borrowing is not permitted, unless the 

player registers with your team and is not 

playing in another game.

Players and officials

officials 

officials 

Guidance given to all attendees Football Invasion, Players and officials

Hand Sanitiser to be provided Football Invasion

- Players and officials

- Players and officials

Bin to be provided by venue Venue

- Venue and officials

Hand Sanitiser to be provided Venue and officials

Masks and gloves to be provided Football Invasion



Bin to be provided by venue Venue

Information Pack created and distributed to all 

potential attendees
Football Invasion

- Football Invasion and officials 

Potential Exclusion from league Football Invasion

- Football Invasion and officials 

All venue procedures must be followed Football Invasion and officials 



When does it need to be actioned by?

Before league restarts

Before league restarts

Before League Restarts and Ongoing

Before travelling to a session

Beginning of every session

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Before league restarts

Ongoing 

During all sessions

During all sessions

During all sessions

During all sessions

During all sessions
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Ongoing 

During all sessions

Ongoing 

Every 15 minutes of session

Before play resumes

During all sessions

Before booking a venue

First session of league

Ongoing

During all sessions

During all sessions

Before league restarts

During all sessions

At point of injury

At point of injury

During all sessions

At point of injury

At point of injury

Ongoing



During all sessions

Before league restarts

ongoing

After breach reported

Ongoing

Ongoing


